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ABSTRACT

1

Today, software developers work on complex and fast-moving
projects that often require instant assistance from other domain and
subject matter experts. Chat servers such as Discord facilitate live
communication and collaboration among developers all over the
world. With numerous topics discussed in parallel, mining and analyzing the chat data of these platforms would offer researchers and
tool makers opportunities to develop software tools and services
such as automated virtual assistants, chat bots, chat summarization
techniques, Q&A thesaurus, and more.
In this paper, we propose a dataset called DISCO consisting of
the one-year public DIScord chat COnversations of four software
development communities. We have collected the chat data of the
channels containing general programming Q&A discussions from
the four Discord servers, applied a disentanglement technique [13]
to extract conversations from the chat transcripts, and performed a
manual validation of conversations on a random sample (500 conversations). Our dataset consists of 28, 712 conversations, 1, 508, 093
messages posted by 323, 562 users. As a case study on the dataset,
we applied a topic modelling technique for extracting the top five
general topics that are most discussed in each Discord channel.

In recent years, more and more software development communities adopt online chat platforms such as Discord, Slack, IRC, Gitter
and Microsoft Teams for more effective collaboration and communication on their projects. These chat platforms serve as a vital
resource for getting technical help, sharing knowledge with fellow
developers, as well as facilitating real-time conversations among
community members. In spite of the wide adoption and benefits
of chat platforms for software development communities, research
offers only a few studies on mining these chat conversations compared to the studies on mining emails and bug reports [5], tutorials [24], and Q&A forums [1, 10, 26, 29]. Chatterjee et al. [7, 9]
have mined and studied Slack chat conversations; their results show
that these conversations contain valuable information such as code
snippets’ description and APIs, bug debugging techniques, best
programming practices, and causes of common errors/exceptions.
Esteban et al. [23] have studied Gitter data to help new developers
get familiar with software products.
To the best of our knowledge, there have not been any studies
on Discord server data. As a public chat platform with thousands
of users all over the world, we believe that mining Discord conversation would provide numerous research opportunities and, in
turn, help software communities. The chat conversations in Discord
follows an informal, unstructured and asynchronous format. The
conversation length might range from 2 messages to 100s spanning with numerous participating users. The conversations are
not always continuous and are entwined with each other. For the
researchers to mine and use Discord chat data, the conversations
need to be subjected to a technique to separate or disentangle them.
In this paper, we present a disentangled dataset of chat conversations obtained from Discord servers of four programming
language communities such as Python, Go, Clojure, and Racket.
We have selected the following general technical help channels:
python#python-general, gophers#golang, racket$general, and
clojurians#clojure. The source chat transcripts from these channels are exported in JSON format and then converted into XML for
the date range of November 2019 to October 2020 (12 months). The
exception is the golang channel with the chat data being exported
from November 2019 to September 2020 (11 months) due to the fair
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Figure 1: Overview of the data collection and disentanglement process.
dealing policy [36]. Under this policy, researchers are allowed to
use upto 10% of the copyrighted data.
This dataset was then subjected to the disentanglement process by applying the modified Elsner and Charniak’s algorithm
used by Chatterjee et al. [7] for Slack chat mining. The resulting disentangled dataset has each XML node representing a chat
message utterance. The message utterance has three tags including anonymized user name, a timestamp, the message text, and a
computed conversation id to identify the conversation. The DISCO
(DIScord COnversations) dataset consists of 28, 712 conversations,
1, 508, 093 utterances, and 323, 562 participants.
As an exploratory case study, we have applied an LDA topic
modelling to the original dataset before disentanglement to identify the general chat topics discussed in all the four programming
language channels. To facilitate further research on chat data and
use of the DISCO dataset, we make the source XML data, JSON to
XML conversion script, dataset with disentangled conversations,
the modified Elsner and Charniak’s algorithm code, and the LDA
models publicly available1 .

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Background: Discord, an online communication platform which
was originally developed for communication among online gamers
has become very popular like Slack, IRC, and Microsoft Teams. In
2021, Discord has over 150 million active monthly users [40]. Users
can easily access Discord on their computers, mobile phones, and
web browsers for communicating with others using audio/video
calls, text messages, files, media, etc. The collection of channels
which form communities in Discord are called servers, and users
can access these channels to post different questions related to a
particular topic, and to participate in discussions related to these
topics. Chatterjee et al. [7] have extracted 38, 955 conversations
from three open Slack communities and performed a disentanglement on these downloaded chat transcripts. Compared to [7] we
have extracted 28, 712 conversations from four programming server
channels. GitterCom [23] is a dataset which is also based on online
communication among developers. It has 10,000 messages collected
from ten Gitter communities which are manually annotated to state
the purpose of the communication.
Chat Disentanglement Techniques: The task of deciding to
which conversation an utterance can be linked to is called chat
disentanglement. According to Liu et al. [18], chat disentanglement
can be divided into two-step methods and end-to-end methods. In
two-step methods, the relation between a message pair is identified,
and the messages are clustered to obtain the conversation threads
1 https://zenodo.org/record/5909202

according to this relations. In end-to-end methods, a global conversation flow is captured. One of the earliest research in this field by
Elsner and Charniak [13] is based on two-step methods. They have
also presented a corpus extracted from the IRC (Internet Relay Chat)
channel at freenode.net. Mehri and Carenini [21] have explored
the idea suggested by Elsner and Charniak [14] of using a classifier
to predict the upcoming reply messages. Additionally, a RNN is
also used to identify if a message falls in a particular thread. Jiang
et al. [15] have also leveraged a deep learning based model called
Siamese Heirarchical Convolutional Neural Network for finding
the similarities between messages to identify the messages which
are under the same conversation. Riou et al. [30] have tailored the
disentanglement technique by Elsner and Charniak [14] for French
language corpus extracted from the IRC channel of French language
Ubuntu platform. Lowe et al. [19, 20] have proposed the Ubuntu
Dialogue Corpus and performed heuristics-based disentanglement
technique on the dataset. Kummerfeld at al. [16] have released a
manually annotated disentanglement dataset consisting of more
than 70,000 messages of IRC. The messages are annotated with
reply-to relations. One of the recent works in disentangling is by
Yu and Joty [42] which proposes a pointer module for modelling
the interactions between utterances and a joint training framework
to capture contextual information. Liu et al. [18] have suggested
a deep co-training algorithm for disentanglement with two classifiers such as a message pair classifier and a session classifier. Our
paper presents the first disentangled Discord conversations dataset
related to software development.
Analysis of Chats: A lot of research has been done on analysis of
chat data to understand the topics discussed in the chat, how developers interact, their style of communication, etc. Shi et al. [32] have
explored the live chat of developers from eight Gitter communities
and offered an understanding of developer communication profiles,
community structures, discussion topics, and interaction patterns.
Sahar et al. [31] have performed a study of issue reports and the resolution time of issues from 24 open source Gitter project chat rooms.
Wang et al. [38] have analyzed the communication style in various
Slack channel groups and studied the relation between communication style and team performance. Several researchers [6, 9, 17, 33]
have studied Slack data to understand their use in software engineering. Our dataset and case study focus on Discord data and
extraction of the general topics discussed on these channels.

3

METHODOLOGY

The overall process of the Discord data collection and conversation
disentanglement is presented in Figure 1. The chat transcripts are
first downloaded in JSON format from the selected channels using
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a date range. They are then cleaned to retain only helpful information such as timestamp, user name, and message content and
converted into XML format. This was followed by anonymizing
the usernames in XML to ensure the privacy of the users that eliminates the possibility of identifying the original Discord users. The
disentanglement algorithm [7] was then leveraged to extract disentangled Discord conversations (in XML format). The final dataset
includes an additional computed attribute, <conversation id>, as
part of the each message utterances.

3.1

Data Selection

We select Discord public server channels as the source in creating the dataset that can support interesting research opportunities
and tool development. Our Discord chat data complements Slack
data [7] to foster further research on studying distributed software
development communities, communication among community and
team members, informal documentation, etc. While Slack’s free plan
supports only 10,000 of the most recent messages to be searched and
viewed, Discord does not impose such limitations and preserves all
the historical chat data. Hence, many software development communities have started to migrate their communication from Slack
to Discord; while some communities continue to maintain both
communication mediums [12, 25]. Gitter is another instant messaging and chat platform designed for GitHub and GitLab users where
the discussions are happened on specific projects. Since many opensource communities use Discord as their communication platform,
it is important that the conversation data from 150 million active
Discord users is collected and available to researchers.
For creating our dataset, we select Discord servers for four programming languages such as Python, Go (or GoLang), Racket and
Clojure which demonstrate a good daily activity and a substantial number of members (e.g., Python Discord server has a total
of 300, 919 members) compared to other available Discord programming servers. Anyone with a Discord user ID can join these
servers as they are publicly visible and start asking general or technical help questions on these channels. We identified the following
server channels that follow a Q&A format and offer general technical help including python#python-general, gophers#golang,
racket#general, and clojurians#clojure for our data collection
and conversation disentanglement process. To allow triangulation
with previous datasets [7], we have selected similar channels.

3.2

Data Collection and Preprocessing

Data from the Discord channels is exported as JSON files using an
open-source application, Discord Chat Exporter [35], with a specific
date range. The date range for three channels (Python, Clojure,
Racket) is from Nov-2019 to Oct-2020, while for gophers#golang
the date range is Nov-2019 to Sep-2020 due to our University’s
Fair Dealing Policy in using public copyrighted data for research
purposes [36].
The collected Discord chat transcripts in JSON format are then
converted to XML files. Each message in the resulting XML has
three tags such as a timestamp, the ID of the user and the message
text. All other information in the JSON files such as the user-related
details, reactions on the messages, etc. is removed during JSON
to XML conversation. The user IDs are then anonymized using
the randomly selected person names to preserve the privacy of
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Table 1: Dataset of disentangled Discord conversations.
Channel
python#python-general
gophers#golang
racket#general
clojurians#clojure
Total

#Conver.
19, 155
8, 860
538
159
28,712

#Utter.
1, 254, 362
247, 179
4, 975
1, 577
1,508,093

#Users
300, 919
19, 983
917
1, 743
323,562

Avg CL
57.49
27.47
8.95
9.99
−

the channel users. Metrics such as the number of conversations,
utterances, users, and average conversation length (CL) for each
channel are reported in Table 1.

3.3

Conversation Disentanglement

In chat servers, the message transcripts are formed by different conversations (both formal and informal) happening simultaneously.
Figure 2 illustrates an example of a preprocessed Discord XML
file. The presented XML snippet covers two separate conversations
entangled with each other. The 2𝑛𝑑 question was asked when the
1st conversation was in progress. The 1𝑠𝑡 conversation was then
continued before a relevant reply to the 2𝑛𝑑 question was given.
This interlinked conversation flow makes it difficult to mine the
chat data.
To enable mining of the chat transcripts for researchers and tool
makers, we need to disentangle these conversations. The disentanglement techniques have been previously proposed for IRC [37],
Gitter [23], and Slack [7]. One of the recent research on Slack data
leveraged the well-known Elsner and Charniak disentanglement
technique [13] with some modifications. The original Elsner and
Charniak disentanglement technique used a supervised model that
considers the time frame and features between the message pairs.
It also considers the user similarity between the message pairs,
cue words, similar word usage, and technical expressions while
disentangling the chats. For Slack data, the Elsner and Charniak
technique was modified on the feature computation between the
message utterances [7].
The features were calculated 1) when the time frame of <= 1477
(1.518 ) seconds was observed between the message utterances, or
2) when the utterance was within the last 5 messages from one
another. New features that are specific to Slack including gratitude
words (e.g., “thanks”, “this works”, “makes sense”) were also added
in the modified algorithm. The modified classifier was then trained
on 500 manually disentangled Slack conversations.
We have adopted Chatterjee et al.’s disentanglement technique [7]
on Slack data for our Discord data since both Slack and Discord
channels follow the same type of conversations in Q&A format.
To check the accuracy of the disentanglement process, two first
authors have selected a random block of 500 Discord messages
extracted from the Python channel, manually disentangled these
messages into conversations, and calculated a micro-averaged Fscore. Our average F-score was 0.79, similar to the one reported
by Chatterjee et al. [7] for Slack disentanglement (i.e., F-score of
0.80) which is higher than the F-score of 0.66 reported by Elsner
and Charniak. As the annotators can have disagreement over the
disentanglement process, micro-averaged F-score can be used as an
appropriate metric to calculate the quality of disentaglement [13].
This result further supports our observation that Slack and Discord
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<message conversation_id=T558>
<ts>2020-01-13T18:47:08.775000</ts>
<user>Karl</user>
<text>Hey peeps just taking a minute to say hi. I'm teaching myself python and want to be able to write
libraries & what not give back to the community and just learn</text>
</message>
<message conversation_id=T558>
<ts>2020-01-13T18:48:01.588000</ts>
<user>Qira</user>
<text>Are you alright for resources?</text>
</message>
<message conversation_id=T560>
<ts>2020-01-13T18:50:19.538000</ts>
<user>Aureli</user>
<text>does anyone have any good ways of converting java code into python...?</text>
</message>
…….
<message conversation_id=T558>
<ts>2020-01-13T18:51:40.551000</ts>
<user>Karl</user>
<text>YouTube dev.to real python.. anything that comes up in a Google search read the docs</text>
</message>
<message conversation_id=T558>
<ts>2020-01-13T18:52:37.547000</ts>
<user>Bernabe</user>
<text>And we also have a few choice YouTube playlists if that's more your style</text>
</message>
<message conversation_id=T560>
<ts>2020-01-13T19:05:15.580000</ts>
<user>Foster</user>
<text>Why do you need to convert the code to python?</text>
</message>

Muthu Subash et al.

Table 2: General discussion topics in each Discord channel.
Dataset
python#python-general

gophers#golang
racket#general

clojurians#clojure

Figure 2: Format of conversation data.
follow similar chat conversation patterns where multiple questions
are asked and answered simultaneously. This observation also suggests that the same disentanglement algorithm used on Slack could
be applied for Discord.

4

CASE STUDY: TOPIC MODELLING

In order to discover the key topics discussed in a software community, researchers have previously used LDA modelling [2, 4, 32].
Similarly, we preformed a case study to identify the general topics that are discussed in the four Discord servers of programming
language communities, using a Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA),
an NLP topic modelling technique [3]. We preprocessed the data
by removing the stop words and punctuation and then applying
lemmatization. We then determined an optimal number of topics
for each dataset based on the coherence score as a metric. This
metric evaluates the quality of the learned topics by calculating
the relative distances between the words appearing in a topic [22].
A high coherence score indicates a high probability that a words
pertain to a specific topic. When evaluating the LDA model for each
of these four datasets, we have observed that the highest coherence
score varied between 0.37 to 0.42 for the topic number, N = 15. This
means that the optimal number of topics is 15 for each of these
four datasets. Although, the optimal number of topics was 15, we
noticed that the distribution of words tend to be repetitive after five
(5) topics, thus not providing any meaningful insights. Two authors
have then performed a manual labelling of the topics identified by
LDA resolving any disagreement. These topics for each of the four
datasets are presented in Table 2. While this case study is not offering an extensive analysis of chat topics, it demonstrates a potential
for leveraging topic modelling for analyzing Discord conversations
and studying developers’ communications. Moreover, the initial
results from the LDA modelling identify the five topics that are
most discussed in each of the four Discord channels.

5

LIMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

The Discord data we used is public and consists of conversations
in the form of Q&A that offer developers technical help and support. Our dataset does not provide information on team dynamics

Topics
Basic Python help; Installing and configuring Python packages; Game development; Django and Flask framework
tutorials; Python resources and tools.
General error handling; Golang learning resources; Channels in Go; Installing packages; Dockerizing.
Graph plotting, GUI for Racket; Lists
recursions and iterations; Syntax or datum libraries; Reference to Racket documentation.
Cron job handling and configuration;
Data structures; Channel management;
Memory management; Prime number
generation.

and interpersonal relationships as the participants are not part of
any particular organization. Discord as a real-time communication channel has gained recent popularity among developers in
collaborating on projects, exchanging ideas, and getting technical
help. The channels we selected cover general technical Q&As for
each programming language. If researchers are interested in mining
information on specific topics, the dataset can be extended by collecting data for specific channels of interest. Our goal was to share
a larger dataset; but since the Discord chat data is copyrighted, we
can only collect 10% of the data for research purposes [36]. While
the currently shared Discord dataset serves as a starting point, we
will be investigating other ways to expand this dataset in future.

6

RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

Over the years, researchers have mined Q&A forums such as Stack
Overflow and chat servers including IRC, Slack, and Gitter to offer
insights and recommendations on APIs [28, 39], IDEs [1, 10, 29],
automatic comment generation for source code [27, 41], opinion
mining [8], and developing software engineering related thesauri
and knowledge graphs [11, 34]. Our Discord dataset can be leveraged for similar research lines and topics. In particular, opinion
mining is an interesting research topic having potential for developing new tools and applications given the abundance of opinions in
chats than any other developer communications. Topic modelling
and identifying topics that are prevalent in programming communities is another interesting research opportunity. We have conducted
an exploratory case study using the LDA topic modelling technique.
Potential extension would be to study the evolution of the topics
discussed on these channels. Analyzing the most discussed topics
and the problems developers face can help to make efficient support
documents such as user manuals and maintenance guides.Another
direction would be to use our dataset for designing and evaluating
chat bots or new disentanglement techniques. Machine learning
models can be trained on the DISCO dataset for summarizing the
conversations to help communities document the key topics by extracting summaries from the numerous conversations. This dataset
can be also used as an additional source of data to complement
existing chat datasets.
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